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Abstract. This paper concerns the problem of empirical investigation and mathematical modelling of a novel controllable damper using Vacuum
Packed Particles. Vacuum Packed Particles tend to be placed among the group of so-called ‘smart structures’. The macroscopic mechanical
features of such structures can be controlled by the partial vacuum parameter. The authors consider an application of Bouc-Wen model in order
to represent the dynamic behaviour of the investigated device. The verification of the model response with experimental data is discussed.
The Bouc-Wen model parameters identification is described.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mechanical vibration is a common phenomenon occurring in
many branches of engineering. Depending on needs, they are
either a purposely generated factor necessary to implement spe-
cific technological processes or an undesirable phenomenon
accompanying the operations of machines and their compo-
nents. In order to reduce and control the process of vibrations,
dampers are commonly used in a wide range of engineering
fields.

One might distinguish general types of dampers. The inter-
esting examples are those based on variable and controllable
physical properties of magnetorheological (MR) or electrorhe-
ological (ER) fluids [1]. They belong to the group of smart ma-
terials that have been an object of an industrial and scientific in-
terest over the years. Working principle of MR damper is based
on a reaction of a mixture of oil and magnetic particles on an
external magnetic field. This phenomenon ensures an external
factor, which allows to control damper characteristics. It pro-
vides an interesting mechanism for the damper dynamics con-
trol [2–4] that allows us to introduce a significant adjustment of
the damper response [5, 6].

Another group of controllable dampers are electrorheological
fluid (ERF) dampers. The idea of this kind of devices is based
on the interaction between ferromagnetic particles and an ex-
ternal electric field. Interesting control strategies can be applied
with a utilization of ERF dampers [7]. The evidence suggest
that it is possible to use it in order to control engineering struc-
tures dynamics.

Contrary to the aforementioned MR and ER fluids, a new
type of smart material referred as Vacuum Packed Particles
(VPP) is not yet fully recognized [8,9]. The mechanical charac-
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teristics of VPPs such as shape, stiffness or damping are easy to
change and control. The term “granular material under the vac-
uum conditions” refers to a structure made of plastomer grains.
The loose grains are enclosed in a hermetic and flexible enve-
lope. The air is being pumped out of the hermetic container gen-
erating an underpressure causing the controllable and reversible
changes in the mechanical properties of the system [10]. VPP
allow to introduce innovative vibrations attenuation and control
strategies thanks to their lower cost in comparison with usu-
ally utilised MR or ER materials. Many potential applications
of VPP can be found as it might be applied to the elements of
any shape to control their vibrations.

There are some theoretical and empirical considerations
about the static response of the granular specimen on external
load [11, 12]. Literature offers many examples, where VPP are
used as a flexible element available to fit its outline to the spe-
cific shape of a cooperating element [13]. It is a base for numer-
ous types of “smart” grippers, which enable us to grab and move
elements with non-regular surface [14]. Moreover, this “mate-
rial” can be utilized as an active element of adjustable dampers,
which are competitive to MR or ERF dampers [9, 15, 16]. The
biggest advantage of those structures is a relatively low man-
ufacturing and operating cost. Concepts of tuneable elements
utilising VPPs are described in some works and show efficient
control strategies [11]. Regarding shaping and control of the
dynamics with smart materials, the authors of [17] studied on a
new type of smart structure, which is a so-called sponge particle
structure (SPS). The authors proposed a method for controlling
the dynamics of a slender beam filled with SPS by shaping its
frequency structure by redistribution of the investigated system
mass.

Many practical applications of VPP-based devices might be
incorporated into medicine. A direct example of the practical
utilisation of the granular damper features is a vacuum mattress
– a medical device used for immobilization of patients, espe-
cially in the case of vertebra, pelvis or limb trauma [18].
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2. OBJECTIVES
The aim of this paper is to preliminarily investigate a prototype
of a symmetrical controllable granular damper in the numeri-
cal and empirical manner. Analysis of the concept, design of
prototype and preliminary experiments are the main goals of
this study. Moreover, the assumed mathematical model is pro-
posed in order to enable further theoretical analysis and identi-
fication/validation.

The biggest disadvantage of the existing VPP dampers de-
signs is non-symmetrical stiffness and viscous characteristics.
Such a phenomenon is caused by observed differences in a load-
ing axial forces values related to compression and elongation of
the cylinder samples made of VPP [19]. Moreover, during the
elongation process of the structure, the envelope plays a signif-
icant role and makes the entire structure stiffer [20]. In the case
of compression, stiffness of the hermetic sleeve is several times
lower (due to surface buckling) and does not affect the system
under consideration. It results in a completely different resistant
force for negative and positive values of damper clamps relative
displacement.

It this paper an innovative construction of the VPP damper
with symmetrical damping characteristics is proposed and dis-
cussed in details. The novel system with doubled VPP compo-
nent on the both sides of the device is proposed. Simultane-
ously, one elastic element is compressed when the other is ten-
sioned. This implies the resultant force to be always the same
and having a form of a sum of tensioning and compressing com-
ponents.

3. DAMPER PROTOTYPE
3.1. Prototype description
The proposed concept of a damper with symmetrical character-
istics was configured as a set of granular structures. The pro-
totype is composed of: several granular elastic elements, three
plates supporting the connectors, pushing rod and thin columns
which ensure the distance between outer plates and allow a
proper motion of the middle plate. The last part is a slider con-
nected with a side disk by the granular connectors. An inner
plate can move to the left or right side along the columns. free
connectors limit the slider motion. The described solution is
presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Design of the granular damper prototype – cross-section view
(1 – guiding rod; 2 – fixing nut; 3 – handle; 4 – nut; 5,6 – pads; 7 –
lower disc; 8 – fastening nut; 9 – cylinder nut; 10 – middle movable
plate; 11 – upper plate; 13 – slider fastening nut; 14 – guiding rod; 15

– fixing nut; 0.1–0.8 – elements of the inner VPP cylinder)

The proposed prototype has a symmetric characteristics. It is
assured by an appropriate connection between the side plates.
When one side is compressed then the elements on the other
will be tensioned. The damper operates in the negative and pos-
itive direction at the same time as the two opposite sides are
actuated simultaneously. This simple solution ensures the de-
sired behaviour eliminating the response discrepancy in tension
and compression.

3.2. Possible applications
The former experimental results indicate the feasibility of ap-
plying VPP to control vibrations of mechanical elements. In
order to damp oscillating motions of mechanical components,
the granular damper prototype needs to be implemented so that
the vibrating part is enclosed in a flexible envelope filled with
granulated polymers or any other non-polymer granules, where
the applied underpressure increases or decreases the compres-
sion of the granules, causing the system to become more or
less rigid. This, in turn, increases or decreases the energy dissi-
pation, which provides the damping control mechanism of the
system vibrations. It can be stated that the properties mentioned
provide the possibility to design efficient devices with an appli-
cation to machine elements such as beams, rods, plates, robotic
arms etc. in order to attenuate their vibrations.

When the air is pumped out of the sleeve, the generated un-
derpressure causes the grains to compact so that the structure
becomes more rigid and its internal damping, caused by the
friction among the grains, increases. In this manner, one can
easily and effectively control the shape, stiffness, and damping
characteristics of the mechanical element.

Previous consideration indicates that mechanical properties
of a granular damper are strictly connected with working princi-
ple of this device [9]. It introduces some utilization barriers for
dampers based on VPP. Generally, it can be stated that granular
dampers are better for slowly vibrating designs due to high fric-
tion force and possible heat production. Moreover, asymmetric
hysteresis loop is a considerable limitation, which makes the
application difficult [15]. However, concept presented in this
work allows to omit those operational issues and enable the so-
lution to satisfy requirements of engineering designs, especially
in civil engineering structures.

Operational time of VPP-based designs is one of the most
crucial problems. It is strictly connected with a wear and high
friction inside the VPP structure [21]. Therefore, a wear of the
damper may be neglected in short-term applications, damping
buildings or bridges during an earthquake what brings some
potential application also in civil engineering. Shape Mem-
ory Alloys often need to be replaced soon after the earthquake
episode. However, they increase the safety level in case of an
emergency [22]. Applying harder grains would address this
problem but this in turn significantly changes the damper prop-
erties. Depending on working conditions filling of the VPP
damper should be selected appropriately.

4. EXPERIMENTS
The purpose of the experimental research described in this arti-
cle was to investigate the influence of changes in underpressure
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value on the mechanical properties of the grain material by as-
sessing the density of energy dissipated during one cycle.

Tests of the symmetrical granular damper prototype hav-
ing the dimensions of the global cylindrical shape including
250 mm diameter and 400 mm length were carried out for a
specific type of granular material. The polystyrene (PS) grains
serve as a filling of the elastic connectors of damper prototype.
The single grain has mechanical properties as specified in Ta-
ble 1.

Table 1
Physical properties of the granulates used in experimental investigation

Polystyrene properties Polystyrene properties

Young modulus [GPa] 3.2 Tensile strength [MPa] 55

Shear modulus [GPa] 1.2 Break elongation [%] 3

Bulk modulus [GPa] 3.4 Dimensions [mm] 3

Poisson’s ratio [−] 0.33 Density [g/cm3] 1

The experimental studies were carried out on the SHI-
MADZU EZ-LX testing machine equipped with a force load
cell of a maximum 5000 N depicted in Fig. 2. The prototype
of the symmetrical damper was mounted in clamps – one being
fixed and the other movable, through which sine kinematic exci-
tation was applied. The tests were carried out for underpressure
value being in range of 0 MPa to 0.09 MPa. During the experi-
ments, specified displacement and velocity of the exciter were
applied, while a force and the actual displacement and velocity
of the clamp were measured in time. Results in the form of a
hysteresis loops for the granular material type tested at various
undepressures are presented and discussed further in the article.

Fig. 2. Test stand

The measuring system utilised during the tests is presented
on the scheme in Fig. 3. The measuring system is composed
of two simultaneously operating sensors depicted as 1 and 2
in Fig. 3. First device measures the displacement of the spec-
imen moving clamp. Force measurement are performed using

the piezoelectric force sensor being able to register the force in
a range of 10 N to 5000 N. Both detectors were plugged to DAQ
devices presented as 3 and 4. These are analog-digital convert-
ers with sampling frequency of 1024 Hz connected to a com-
puter (PC) for data acquisition.

PC
5

1 3

2 4

ucomputens

Fig. 3. Scheme of the measuring system used. 1 – displacement
sensor, 2 – force sensor, 3, 4 – DAQ devices, 5 – investigated
damper, utens – facing of tensioning of a specimen, ucomp – facing

of compressing of a specimen

The experimental results are provided in Figs. 5–6. For the
identification purposes, only one loop for arbitrary values of the
underpressure was analysed. The reference cycle was obtained
by averaging of five periods of the recorded signals. During this
process, a standard deviation was estimated for the results ob-
tained. All of the errors are presented in Table 2, where MAX
is a maximum value of the analysed parameter, ∆ stands for de-
viation of the analysed parameter, | ∆ | represents an absolute
error and the last column is a total error of the tests performed.

Table 2
Measurement errors for the data acquisition system parameters

MAX ∆ | ∆ | Total error

F [N] 800 30 4 30.3

x[mm] 44 (40 initial) 0.02 0.22 0.22

The results are presented in a form of force diagrams as a
function of displacement F(x) and velocity F(ẋ), grouped so
that the effect of the applied underpressure can be observed
in both types of hysteretic characteristics

(
F(x), F(ẋ)

)
of the

analysed symmetrical granular damper for various combina-
tions of granules.

4.1. VPP damper filled with PS granules
In experimental studies the authors used the polystyrene gran-
ules shown in Fig. 4. Polystyrene is a granulate characterised
with various visco-elastic properties which reflects in a much
higher Young modulus, compressive strength and coefficient of
friction comparing to other types of materials. In addition, one
might observe that the granules have uniform dimensions and
shapes, which results in a significant influence of the clusters
occurring inside the sealed housing of the VPP damper.

Figures 5 and 6 depict the experimental results. The tests
were carried out to cover various values of underpressure.
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Fig. 4. VPP damper filled with polystyrene
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Fig. 5. Hysteresis loops registered for a variety of underpressure
values for PS type of material (displacements)
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Fig. 6. Hysteresis loops registered for a variety of underpressure
values for PS type of material (velocities)

Based on data presented in Figs. 5 and 6 it can be stated that
polystyrene granules allowed us to obtain quite high values of
damping forces. However, the utilisation of this material might
cause some potential operational problems as some powdered
polystyrene material was found inside the damper after many

compression cycles. This is a result of crushing the polystyrene
granule which in further exploitation may lead to a reduction in
the value of damping force as a function of the load cycles num-
ber carried out. In Fig. 4 one might notice some accumulation of
the granular material in the central part of the damper. This phe-
nomenon causes not only a reduction of damping force but an
occurrence of the so-called dead zone at the damper operational
range being a result of empty spaces between the two damper
bases besides the granular material. These two phenomena af-
fect the damper dissipative capability unfavourably and cause
problems with sealing and durability of the matrix.

5. PROPOSITION OF BOUC-WEN MODEL UTILIZATION
Modelling of metamaterials as VPP is a complex mechanical
and mathematical problem. It is necessary to deal with a struc-
ture, which is composed of a large number of particles that then
need to be simplified to enable engineering calculations. The Fi-
nite Elements Analysis or Discrete Elements Method are then
commonly utilized. It is an explanation why phenomenological
models could be interesting and useful [23].

Non-linear Bouc-Wen model of a damper was proposed in
this paper. It is a single degree of freedom system with a lin-
ear damping coefficient and non-linear elastic force [24]. The
model under consideration is characterized by two main ele-
ments: restoring action and hysteresis loop. It models elastic
and hysteretic component by two different factors of the restor-
ing force, which are fixed for the assumed system parameters.
In this work, an extra dependency between VPP parameters was
introduced which makes the proposed model sensitive to under-
pressure and grains physical parameters.

The mathematical model of the damper under consideration
is as follows:

mẍ(t)+ cẋ(t)+F(x(t), t) = f (t), (1)

where: t – time, x(t) – displacement, m – oscillating mass, c –
damping coefficient, F(x(t), t) – nonlinear elastic force, f (t) –
resultant external force.

According to Bouc-Wen model, a decomposition of the
restoring force F(t) can be done. Two parts components are
distinguished, an elastic Fel(t) and a hysteretic Fh(t) force de-
scribed as per the following formulas:

F(x(t), t) = Fel(t)+Fh(t), (2)

Fel(t) = akix(t), Fh(t) = (1−a)kiz(t), (3)

where: z(t) – non-observable hysteretic parameter, a – ratio of
post-yield k f to pre-yield ki stiffness, ki – ratio of the yield force
to the yield displacement.

The hysteretic displacement z(t) is compliant with the fol-
lowing non-linear differential equation having a zero initial
condition (z(0) = 0):

ż(t) = ẋ(t)
{

A−
[
β sign(z(t))ẋ(t)+ γ

]
|z(t)|n

}
, (4)

where: A, β , γ , n – dimensionless quantities controlling a be-
haviour of the considered model.
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It was assumed that the influence of pressure and grains ar-
rangement on the system dynamics can be described by an elas-
tic component Fel(t) = F(x(t), t) only. The numerical simula-
tions can be performed based on the proposed model. Prelimi-
nary analysis shown that the model is sensitive to underpressure
and operation time parameters [20]. Moreover, the proposed
methodology of modelling can be efficient as it was presented
in different studies [25]. Because of relative simplicity of the
proposed model, it is proved that it can be successfully applied
for a numerical and empirical data comparison. As a result of
this process, the system equivalent parameters can be identified.

6. NUMERICAL VERIFICATION
The dynamic model of the granular damper prototype consid-
ered within the article is determined by a second order ordinary
differential equation (1). The transformation of the formula to
the first order form enables its implementation to the numerical
solver utilising some integrating method. The results of the in-
tegration provide a basic information about the system dynamic
behaviour. The ordinary differential equation was solved using
the lsoda from the FORTRAN library odepack.

Based on that, numerical simulations of the investigated
model prototype were carried out. The results of the numerical
research are provided and discussed further within this section.

Results of the simulations carried out are depicted in Figs. 7
and 8. It is evident that a non-linear part of Bouc-Wen model
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Fig. 7. Hysteresis loop for a B-W model parameters values
a = 0.35, A = 6, β = 3.5, γ =−2.5, n = 4
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Fig. 8. Hysteresis loop for a B-W model parameters values
a = 0.35, A = 6, β = 3.5, γ =−2.5, n = 4

enables the non-elastic properties of the considered material.
From the modelling point of view, the proposed approach is
especially useful for high values of n and β parameters - ob-
tained results are close to behaviour of materials with a constant
yield limit (bilinear characteristic). In order to estimate applied
model parameters the following methodology further described
in this subsection was used. For empirical results stiffness of
the entire system was assumed. Based on that parameter, series
of simulations were carried out with displacements and veloci-
ties based on the experimental data. For the computed values, a
relative RMS (Root Mean Square) error was calculated with a
utilisation of formula (5).

RMS =

√√√√√√√√√
N

∑
i

Femp(xi)
2−FB-W(xi)

2

N

∑
i

Femp(xi)
2

, (5)

where: xi – damper linear deformation for i step, N – number
of probes, Femp(x) – force value obtained during experiment,
FB-W(x) – computational force value.

The best results are presented in Figs. 9–16.
The conducted simulations outcome depicted in Figs. 9 and

10 show that for the assumed parameters of Bouc-Wen model,
the obtained results are close to the empirical data. Some dis-
crepancies are connected with the additional non-linear or dy-
namic effects, which cannot be taken into account in the pro-
posed approach. Still, the computed values model the proto-
type in an acceptable way. The total RMS error was smaller
than 0.01.
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Fig. 9. Experimental hysteresis loop for p =0.02 MPa; B-W model
identified for the following parameters: a= 0.36, A= 9, β = 4, γ =−3,

n = 5

Results presented in Figs. 11 and 12 correspond to the ef-
fects of the previous simulations. Some discrepancies from the
experiment are still visible but generally acceptable as the total
RMS error was smaller than 0.006. It is evident that for the sub-
sequent underpressure, the corresponding force extreme values
are higher and that the proposed method model its behaviour
accurately despite slight divergence.

The results of simulations for underpressure equals p =
0.06MPa (Figs. 13 and 14) indicate subsequent increasing of
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Fig. 10. Experimental hysteresis loop for p =0.02 MPa; B-W model
identified for the following parameters: a= 0.36, A= 9, β = 4, γ =−3,

n = 5
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Fig. 11. Experimental hysteresis loop for p =0.04 MPa; B-W model
identified for the following parameters: a= 0.35, A= 6, β = 3, γ =−2,

n = 4
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Fig. 12. Experimental hysteresis loop for p =0.04 MPa; B-W model
identified for the following parameters: a= 0.35, A= 6, β = 3, γ =−2,

n = 4

the force value. For this case the total RMS error was smaller
than 0.0085. Numerous simulations were performed in order to
achieve the best system parameters.

For the last case, the results of identification are presented in
Figs. 15 and 16. The obtained values are similar to the previous
simulations and reflect the prototype dynamic behaviour. For
this case the total RMS error was smaller than 0.01.
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Fig. 13. Experimental hysteresis loop for p =0.06 MPa; B-W model
identified for the following parameters: a= 0.35, A= 6, β = 3, γ =−2,

n = 4
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Fig. 14. Experimental hysteresis loop for p =0.06 MPa; B-W model
identified for the following parameters: a= 0.35, A= 6, β = 3, γ =−2,

n = 4
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Fig. 15. Experimental hysteresis loop for p =0.08 MPa; B-W model
identified for the following parameters: a= 0.35, A= 6, β = 2, γ =−1,

n = 4

In Figs. 17–20 the variations of the identified Bouc-Wen
model parameters in the partial vacuum function are depicted.
It should be stated that at the recent stage of the VPP damper
research it is hard to define universal trends related to the model
coefficients characteristics. Although basing on data presented
in Figs. 17 and 20, A and n parameters values seem to stabilize
for higher values of underpressure while similar dependencies
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Fig. 16. Experimental hysteresis loop for p =0.08 MPa; B-W model
identified for the following parameters: a= 0.34, A= 6, β = 2, γ =−1,

n = 4

for a and β parameters are not observed. To establish universal
dependencies for the B-W model coefficients in the underpres-
sure function, more complex experiments should be carried out.
The parameters sets were determined by a systematic search al-
gorithm and for each of the tested underpressures, some speci-
fied RMS threshold value was set. As can be seen in Figs. 17,
18, 19 and 20, the range of values of each parameter appears
very narrow or even becomes constant. The presented values
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Fig. 17. Influence of underpressure on A parameter
– the smallest RMS errors
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Fig. 18. Influence of underpressure on a parameter
– the smallest RMS errors

represent the smallest RMS error that could have been achieved
for each of the underpressure considered separately. Unfortu-
nately, other sets of parameters produced, significantly worse
mapping of the experimental hysteresis loops, and thus the error
value exceeding the established RMS threshold for numerical
simulations. For the future research the authors are going to im-
plement more sophisticated identification procedure, based on
heuristic algorithms (as Evolutionary Algorithms or Simulated
Annealing). Modifying the initial form of Bouc-Wen model by
introducing into it the non-linear functions of the underpres-
sure will enable the engineers and researchers to carry out fast
and reliable numerical simulations for novel controllable linear
dampers.
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Fig. 19. Influence of underpressure on β parameter
– the smallest RMS errors
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Fig. 20. Influence of underpressure on n parameter
– the smallest RMS errors

The simulations carried out allow to state the correctness of
the proposed methodology. Bouc-Wen model which was uti-
lized for the simulational purposes returns corresponding values
as empirical data. The appropriate model parameters ensure the
convergence of the numerical solution. Unfortunately, they de-
pend on the control parameter in the form of the underpressure
inside the structure. However, the minimal and maximal value
equivalent parameters are similar. It allows to estimate optimal
value of the model parameters as the mean value as presented
in Figs. 18–20.
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7. SUMMARY
The control of vibrations with an absorber made of granular
material has been modelled, numerically simulated and exper-
imentally verified. Pumping air out of or into the envelope in-
creases or decreases the compression of the granules, causing
the system to become more or less deformable. This, in turn,
increases or decreases the dissipation energy, which provides
the damping control mechanism of the system vibrations. The
changes to the dissipative characteristics of the damper caused
by the rearrangement and compacting of the granules were de-
scribed by a Bouc-Wen model. A numerical algorithm for the
problem was presented along with the simulations results with
special attention to the changes in oscillations as the grain re-
arrangement progresses. Then, the executed predictions were
compared to the experimental results and proven good conver-
gence with a discrepancy measured by RMS within a generally
acceptable range.

The main observations gained are presented below:
1. Underpressure allows us for significant, macroscopic

changes in the mechanical properties of the examined struc-
ture.

2. An increase in underpressure value causes a significant in-
crease in the damper stiffness and increases the damping
properties.

3. A utilisation of hard granulates as polystyrene allows us to
obtain higher forces, but leads to a number of negative ef-
fects – mainly increased wear of the granular core by crush-
ing, abrasion and aggregation.

4. Dissipative characteristics and hysteresis loop are non-
linear.

5. According to theoretical assumptions, it is possible to ob-
tain a symmetry of forces during tensioning and compress-
ing the damper. This was proven in practice but some inac-
curacies may be encountered: leaks, inaccurate assembling
in the neutral position and uneven distribution of granular
material in the individual VPP damper. Those should be
managed at the engineering and procedural level.

6. Proposed novel concept is characterised by symmetrical
mechanical features. This distinguishes the presented de-
sign from the existing solutions, which are exclusively of
an asymmetrical character.

7. A Bouc-Wen model of the proposed design has almost con-
stant parameters corresponding with the hysteresis loop.
That makes the identification process much easier compar-
ing to procedures presented in the referred papers. The au-
thors checked the response of the model for the selected
values of nonlinear parameters and observed that the con-
vergence of simulations and empirical results is satisfactory.

It is concluded that a granular material damper may be an
easy to implement and cost effective way to dampen vibrations
in mechanical systems.
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